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ABSTRACT The systems of biometric authentication are now becoming a solution to various problems of 

authentication and identity management. Security systems extensively make use of biometric authentication processes. 

As long as the user utilizes the device, he is monitored and authenticated by continuous authentication. Most of the 

biometric trait based schemes are sought by the continuous authentication systems. Finding the differences in features 

for distinguishing individuals for authentication is the underlying approach of face recognition.  For the purpose of this 

work, a Local Binary Pattern (LBP) was extracted by using a feature, an Eigen face Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based 

feature extraction, Eigenface and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm have been proposed in this work. LBP 

operator has been used for face description because face is perceived as the combination of varied micro patterns. 

Changes like pose and illumination do not affect it. For reduction in dimensionality, Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA) is used by the Eigenface scheme. A computational paradigm which relies on the collective behaviour which is 

motivated by the fish schooling or the bird flocking behaviour is the tenet of the collaborative social behaviour on which 

the computational paradigm of PSO is based. The performance of the system is evaluated using the parameters  

Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) and Recognition Rate (RR).The results of the experiment prove that the PSO-Eigen 

face method has a better performance compared to the Eigenface method. 

Keywords: Continuous Authentication, Eigenface, Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR), Local Binary Pattern 

(LBP),Multimodal Biometric System, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm, Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA), Recognition Rate(RR). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The user is requested to give the authentication details like 

user name and password for system login in the 

conventional authentication systems as soon as they start to 

use the computer. The user’s login information is the basis 

for identity confirmation in this authentication system. 

However, this does not exempt a hacker from using the 

system and is especially vulnerable when the user is away 

from his system or when his identify is impersonated. In 

many sensitive data based applications like the banking 

applications, military industry and classified business 

information, this kind of security defect becomes 

unacceptable [1]. 

Common schemes of authentication access control systems 

based on passwords, codes, keys and cards are being 

supplanted by biometric processes. The biometric processes 

are based on intrinsic traits that are associated with and 

individual unlike the conservative systems that can be lost, 

copied or stolen [2]. For unlocking devices, increasingly, 

biometric processes such as gait, voice authentication and 

fingerprints are being increasingly used. User biometrics 

can neither be impersonated nor changed unlike a PIN, 

password or a graphical pattern. Sometimes, when 

biometric information is stolen, attackers can reconstruct the 

original biometrics from the data obtained and this can be 

used for attacking. This use of reconstructed biometrics can 

extend beyond the associated mobile device especially if 

they are used self-evidently across the systems. 

Furthermore, mobile devices are prone to be easily lost, 

stolen or used by the attackers when compared with the 

desktop computers and that too without coming under any 

scanner [3]. 

In continuous authentication, the users are being 

authenticated and the attackers who try to access the system 

are flagged. Cars operated by machines, computers, aircraft 

cockpits, cell phones and many other applications can be 

protected using continuous authentication. Biometrics that 

relies on individual traits that can be behavioural or physical 

is increasingly replacing conservative authentication 
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systems like passwords and tokens. This is a stage towards 

achieving robust authentication. A continuous 

authentication system desires a biometric system which does 

not need the cooperation of the subject like the passive 

biometrics, something which cannot be impersonated and 

which is available to all people [4]. 

There are two classes of published articles on continuous 

authentication- Smart mobile devices and Computers 

(desktop and laptops). Both physical ( like face and 

fingerprints) and behavioural traits ( mouse movement and 

keystroke dynamics) can be used for user identification by 

the continuous authentication systems. In case of mobile 

devices, behavioural traits like context information, motion 

pattern, touch pattern , gait and location data are some of 

the behavioural traits that are collected using touch screen 

and internal sensors like GPS, Bluetooth, gyroscope and 

accelerometer [5]. 

The usability of the obtrusive authentication systems is 

limited due to the dependence on the cooperation of the 

user. However, this is not needed by unobtrusive 

authentication. By automatically collecting information 

specific to an individual like sensory data and biometric 

traits, the system carries out the authentication process. The 

security access control of the unobtrusive systems is lesser 

while their usability is higher. The usability is crucial for the 

domain of mobile devices as the users would not like their 

workflow to be disrupted for their identity verification. 

In general, complex/hard optimization problems refer to the 

ones which are not resolved by optimally by any 

assured/deterministic approach in a reasonable frame of 

time. Depending on whether these issues are 

constrained/unconstrained, continuous/discrete, mono/multi 

objective, function based static/dynamic, there can be 

various categories of these problems. For obtaining optimal 

solution of these problems. Bio-inspired schemes or swarm 

intelligence (SI) algorithms are widely used. SI is motivated 

by the collective behaviour of a group of social insect 

colonies, like the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) which is 

based on fish schooling and other animal societies [6]. 

For approximately solving a wide range of hard 

optimization problems without requiring adaptation to every 

problem, a metaheuristic approach has been used. There are 

many parameters for the problem at hand which have been 

motivated using the calculation as well as swarm 

intelligence based schemes. These, in the recent past, have 

claimed a lot of attention recently. They have been 

successful in solving data clustering , feature selection and 

for also maximizing the matching scores so that the 

biometrics for humans in computer vision, data mining and 

machine learning, along woth solving complicated and 

combinatorial optimization problems in these areas. For 

continuous authentication system for biometrics, this work 

suggests PSO with eigenface scheme. The remainder of the 

investigation is arranged as follows: the associated works in 

literature are discussed in the second section. The various 

schemes used in the work are discussed in the second 

section. The various schemes employed by the work are 

used in the third section. The empirical outcomes are 

concluded in the fifth section.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

Techniques for multi-modal biometric system based on 

texture information extracted from face and two iris (left 

and right) have been suggested by Ammour et al., [7] which 

makes use of hybrid fusion level. Robust recognition system 

can be obtained using feature extraction step that plays a 

key role. It has been shown by the empirical outcomes that 

an attractive performance of up to 0.24% in terms of equal 

error rate is obtained using the suggested multi-modal 

biometric system. Also, it performs better than the similar 

popular schemes in the recent past. 

A technique that uses facial characteristics for continuous 

authentication of smart phone users has been proposed by 

Samangouei et al., [8]. A set of binary attribute classifiers 

that provide compact visual facial descriptions has been 

trained by the authors. For extracting the attributes, the 

learned classifiers are applied to the image of the current 

user of a mobile device. By comparing the attributes that are 

computed with the ones that the original user has, 

authentication is performed. It has been shown by pervasive 

experimentation on two public unconstrained mobile face 

video datasets that meaningful attributes of faces are 

captured using this scheme. The performance is better than 

the suggested LBP-based authentication method. A practical 

variant of this scheme for effective continuous 

authentication is provided on a real mobile set.  

PCA, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) based effective facial recognition prototype has 

been suggested by Zhi & Liu [9] . Feature dimension is 

reduced using PCA. Search strategy is optimized using GA. 

Classification is realized using SVM. Simulation on 

database of facial images from Institute of Technology of 

Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2003 is performed. 

Outcomes have shown the model to attain the facial 

recognition with greatest efficacy as well as a 99% accuracy 

rate. 

A Biogeography PSO (BPSO) based Counter Propagation 

Network (CPN) i.e. BPSO-CPN for Sketch Based Face 

Recognition (SBFR) system has been presented by Agrawal 

et al., [10]. For optimization of Mean Square Error (MSE) 

between feature vector of sketch and photo, a new criterion 

of selecting exemplar vector using biogeography learning 

based PSO is used. The Histogram of Gradient (HOG) 

feature vector has been used in this work  to measure 

similarity between image and sketch. After choosing sketch 
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as a query image, similar photos are obtained from the 

database using BPSO-CPN.It has been shown by 

experimental outcomes that promising results are obtained 

using BPSO-CPN helping to achieve better accuracy when 

compared to the other existing schemes as well as the neural 

networks. 

A flexible scheme that can attain the hidden layer neuron 

centres of Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) 

for face recognition has been suggested by Agarwal & 

Bhanot [11]. For obtaining the natural sub-clusters of 

training face images that have been formulated as a result of 

differentiating poses, light, occlusion, expression etc., 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) has been used by the suggested 

scheme. The combination of the benefits of evolutionary FA 

and RBFNN in adaptive evolution of number and centres of 

hidden neurons makes the suggested scheme novel. 

Decreased feature selection burdens, stable algorithm, 

improvised facial recognition and quicker convergence are 

all the strengths of the suggested scheme. 

A hybrid PSO Gravitational search algorithm has been 

suggested by Dora et al., [12]. Known as PSO-GSA, this is 

used for optimizing the parameters of one Gabor filter. For 

facial recognition, an Evolutionary Single Gabor kernel 

(ESGK) based filter approach is proposed. Gabor energy 

feature vectors are extracted from facial images using the 

suggested scheme. A novel Eigenvalue based classification 

scheme for facial recognition has also been suggested. 

Sparse based representation schemes form the basis for this 

scheme. Measuring the sparsity of the weighting 

coefficients of every training sample is the newness of this 

scheme. The outcomes are weighted with the holistic Gabor 

filter bank based recognition techniques. It has been 

observed that the suggested scheme performs better than the 

other popular methods. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A scientific area of research that comprises automated 

scheme for the recognition of individuals on the basis of 

their physical or behavioural traits is known as biometrics. 

Unimodal systems refer to biometrics which use a single 

trait while the ones that combine two or more traits are 

referred to as multimodal biometric systems. An integration 

scheme is used by the multimodal biometric system which 

can combine the data that is acquired by the individual 

components. The process of extracting the relevant 

information from a facial image is referred to as feature 

extraction. This information is of a great significance for the 

stages of detecting a subject with acceptable rate of error. In 

terms of memory usage and computing time, the feature 

extraction process has to be effective.LBP based feature 

extraction has been presented in this work. The image pixels 

are labelled with decimal numbers using the LBP operator 

[13]. This encodes the local structure in the vicinity of every 

pixel. By deducting the centre pixel value as a threshold, 

every pixel is compared with its eigen neighbours in a 3x3 

neighbourhood. The resulting positive values are encoded 

with 1. The others are encoded with 0. All of these binary 

codes are combined in a clockwise direction from the top-

left and kept from left to right and this manner the pattern is 

obtained. This is followed by the computation of the 

decimal value which is used for labelling. LBP refers to 

these derived binary numbers. Eigenface and PSO 

Eigenface schemes have been described in this section. 

A. Eigenface 

An orthogonal linear transformation which changes the data 

to a novel coordinate system is Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA). Here, the peak change by any projection of 

the data lies in the 1
st
 coordinate, the next highest variance 

is present in the second coordinate. Another name for 

Eigenface is PCA. This finds the least MSE linear subspace 

which maps from the original N dimensional data spaceinto 

an M-dimensional feature space [14]. Using the M 

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the 

largest eigen values, by doing this, Eigenfaces (where 

typicallyM << N) achieve dimensionality reduction. By 

finding the optimal basis vectors for maximizing the 

complete variance of the projected data along with the set of 

basis vectors which completely describe the data, the 

resulting basis vectors can be attained. For the PCA to be 

equivalent to the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), the 

mean x is extracted from the data. Let n be the number of 

pixels per image and Xn Xm be the data matrix with 

x1.....xm refer to the image vectors/vector columns. The 

KLT basis is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem in 

equation (1): 

T

xC   
      (1) 

Where Cx is the covariance matrix of the data in equation 

(2): 

1

1 m
T

x i i

i

C x x
m 

 
     (2) 

ϕ = [ϕ1,. . . , ϕn] is the eigenvector matrix of Cx. Λ 

is a diagonal matrix,the eigenvalues Λ1, . . . , Λn of Cx are 

located on its main diagonal. Λi is the variance ofthe data 

projected on ϕi.The main benefit of using this scheme is the 

decrease in the data needed for identifying the individual to 

0.001 of the presented data. Although not needed for class 

discrimination, PCA is viable for representing the data. 

B. Proposed Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based  

    Eigenface 
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Iterative scheme of improvising a candidate solution with 

respect to a given quality measure is used for optimizing a 

problem by PSO which is a computational scheme. The 

social trait of bird flocking or fish schooling form the 

underlying basis for PSO. A swarm of particles is 

maintained by a PSO. A potential solution is represented by 

each particle. Fitness values are associated by all the 

particles and a fitness function for evaluation is optimized. 

It comprises velocities that steer the particles movement 

[15]. 

The coordinates of every particle are tracked in the solution 

space. These coordinates are associated with the individual 

fitness/ best solution attained, by the particle which is called 

the personal best or pbest. PSO tracks another best value 

attained thus far by any particle in its proximity known as 

the global best or gbest. Speeding every particle iteratively 

to reach its pbest and gbest is the tenet of PSO with a 

random weighted acceleration w at each timestep. Let 

(t)ijx
 denote the position of particle i in dimension j = 1… 

nx, in the search space at time step t.The position and 

velocity of the particle in the next time step t+1 are 

calculated as (3 & 4): 

( 1) ( ) ( 1)ij ij ijx t x t v t   
      (3) 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( )[ ( )] ( )[ ( )]ij ij j i ij j ijv t w v t c r t pbest x t c r t gbest x t      

                                                                                   (4) 

Here, at the time step t, the velocity of particle i in 

dimension 1,…,nx is given by vij(t). The position of particle i 

in dimension j at time step t is xij(t) . For scaling the 

contribution to cognitive components the positive 

acceleration coefficient is c1 and for that of social 

components it is denoted by c2. r1j(t) , r2j (t) = U(1,0) are 

random values in the range [0,1], sampled from a uniform 

distribution. The best position that the particle i has visited 

ever since the first time step is given by the personal best 

position pbest_i.The global best position at time step t has 

been given by gbest. When acceptable solution has been 

attained or when the peak number of iterations is achieved, 

the process will terminate. 

 The pseudo code of the PSO algorithm [16]: 

Initialize parameters 

Initialize population 

While(number of generations,or the stopping  

           criterion is not met) 

{ 

for (i=1 to number of particles N) 

{ 

if the fitness of X
t 

i  is greater than the fitness of  

 pi_best 

then update pi_best = X
t 

i 

if the fitness of X
t 

i  is greater than the fitness of  

 gbest  then 

then update gbest = X
t 

i 

Update velocity vector 

Update particle postion 

Next particle 

} 

Next generation 

} 

In the same manner, for solving several types of 

optimization problems, PSO is easier to implement and also 

effectively functional, PSO has been used in this study for 

achieving an optimal parameter for the Eigenface scheme 

due to its ease and efficacy whilst searching for optimal 

solutions in large spaces and also its dominance with regard 

to other evolutionary optimization schemes [17]. 

In this research, an evaluation of the performance of the 

application of PSO on Eigenface (PCA) algorithm for facial 

expression recognition will be carried out. PSO has an 

obvious advantages of very high convergence speed. Face 

database with variation in facial expressions and facial 

details will be used. PCA will also be used to perform 

dimensionality reduction by projecting into Eigen faces to 

serve as input image for the PSO model. The PSO will be 

used to select optimum facial feature subset for Eigenface 

which will perform feature classification. The efficiency of 

the application of the PSO technique on Eigenface in facial 

expressions recognition will be discovered through the 

evaluation of its recognition rates. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

MATLAB based simulations are carried on by using an 

Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) database. The ORL 

database contains some dissimilar expressions of the face, 

some frontal as well as some slanted images of the face that 

has different facial accessories. Furthermore, the ORL 

database will contain about 40 subjects along with 10 other 

facial images for each subject. Therefore, the ORL database 

will be selected for the continuous authentication  and size 

images for every user will be used in the training image and 

also employed to be the test images. So, there are a total of 

240 training images along with 160 test images. Biometric 

reliability test  is one on the ORL database. Continuous test  

is obtained from partial face (simulated for webcam). The 

Eigenface and PSO Eigenface methods are evaluated using 

the performance parameters GAR and RR. The results are 

then compared to the conventional methods of Eigenface 

with a regular PCA decomposition.  

The GAR is obtained by changing the False Acceptance 

Rate(FAR) from 0-1.For various values of FAR the GAR is 

obtained for the Eigenface method and proposed PSO 

Eigenface method.The Recognition Rate is also obtained for 

the Eigenface method and the  proposed method. The GAR 
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and its Recognition Rate as shown in the Figures 1 and 

2.Table 1 depicts the GAR for the PSO Egien face 

Technique.Table 2.represents the Recognition Rate for the 

proposed PSO Eigenface technique.  

From the Figure 1, it can be observed that the PSO-

Eigenface has higher average GAR by 21.1% for Eigenface. 

From the Figure 2, it can be observed that the PSO 

Eigenface has higher Recognition Rate by 5.2% for 

Eigenface. 

Table 1.GAR for PSO EigenFace Technique 

Figure 1 GAR for PSO Eigen Face Technique 
 

Table 2. Recognition Rate PSO Eigenface Technique 

Techniques Recognition rate 

Eigen face 84.25 

GA Eigen face  88.75 

 

Figure 2 Recognition Rate for PSO Eigenface Technique 
 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work proposes a PSO-Egienface technique for 

continuous authentication systems using face recognition. 

The performance of the system are evaluated using the 

parameters GAR and RR. This work suggests the use of 

LBP , Eigenface and PSO with Eigenface technique for 

extraction of features. The LBP is the texture of grayscale 

facial images. For facial recognition, Eigenface is feasible. 

The image dimension size is decreased by the PCA in lesser 

time. A PSO algorithm is used for optimization. Every 

fiducial point has a personal best value of the Eigenface 

using this PSO. Trained Person (ORL) databases are used 

for authentication, which is provided to the Eigenface 

targets and as inputs, the test person vectors have been 

provided. The Eigenface recognition becomes easier as this 

algorithm is simple with efficient storage and processing 

time. The experimental results show that the proposed PSO 

Eigenface technique gives a better performance for the 

parameters GAR and RR. 
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